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April 6, 2021 

 
Via E-Mail: Karla.Faucett@SEIU1021.org 
 
Karla Faucett, Chapter President 
SEIU, Local 1021 
5450 Power Inn Road, Suite F 
Sacramento, CA 95820 
 
Re: Cease and Desist  
 
Dear Ms. Faucett: 
 
The District is in receipt of the attached message titled SCUSD Return to School Member 
Instructions dated April 3, 2021, as well as an email message from Mr. Sharp to the 
District today asserting that individuals who do not report to work as directed should not 
be deemed absent. A number of individual employees have used language from the SEIU 
message to indicate to their supervisors that they would not be returning to in-person 
services until an agreement is reached between the District and SEIU.  
 
The District demands that SEIU immediately retract the above referenced 
communication it provided to its members on April 3, 2021. The basis for the District’s 
demand is set forth below.  
 
Specifically, the message provided by SEIU directs District employees “[d]o not return 
to work on April 5th if you are a non-essential worker who has not physically returned to 
a school.” However, SEIU does not provide any information about which employees are 
essential/non-essential. School District employees have previously been considered 
essential workers via directives by the State of California during shelter in place orders, 
which themselves have long since lapsed. As we prepare to open our schools to our 
students for in-person learning for the first time in over a year, all of our employees are 
essential to this work and therefore they must return to in-person work by the date 
applicable to their position. 
 
I am requesting that you retract your message in order for SEIU members to understand 
that they are required to report to work – both those who have already been reporting in-
person and those who have been allowed to work remotely. Some transportation 
employees have used the SEIU template message to indicate they will not be reporting to 
work. These employees, as well as other SEIU represented workers, are essential for our 
students – especially those students with disabilities who rely upon those services to 
travel to and from school. Additionally, our recently signed MOU on athletics covers the 
health and safety measures instituted to operate “safely on the job.”  
 
The SEIU template further provides that “[t]he District has failed to reach an agreement 
with classified workers that will provide adequate safety measures and childcare  
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provisions that directly affect my ability to execute my job responsibilities. Please ask  
Superintendent Aguilar to provide Classified workers with a proper return-to-work agreement so 
that we can operate safely on the job and provide for our families.” In fact, the District is 
following all applicable CDPH and SCDPH guidance regarding safe operations and has 
implemented a number of “above and beyond” measures that exceed the requirements or 
recommendations of our state and local health officials. In addition, the parties are largely in 
agreement on the vast majority of health and safety protocols.  
 
Nevertheless, as you may know, a well-recognized tenant of employee-employer labor relations 
is the concept of “obey now, grieve later.” “Most arbitrators take the position that employees 
must not take matters into their own hands, but must obey orders and carry out their 
assignments, even when they believe those assignments are in violation of the agreement, and 
then turn to the grievance procedure for relief.” (Elkouri & Elkouri, How Arbitration Works, Ch. 
5.14.B (8th Ed. 2016).) SEIU leaders directing District employees not to report to in-person work 
violates this common principle of labor relations. To the extent that employees refuse to follow 
lawful directives, the District will review those situations and determine appropriate action. At 
minimum, the District will consider any employees who refuse to report to work consistent with 
prior directives as absent without leave.  
 
Again, we hope that SEIU leadership will retract its previous message to member employees and 
instead remind them that they are expected to return to work as directed. As we look forward to 
reopening our schools to in-person instruction for our students on April 8, 2021, and in the 
weeks that follow, our SEIU employees are all essential to our success.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Jorge A. Aguilar 
Superintendent 
 
cc: Glen Sharp 
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